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Desk Setting
 Parsons chair or chair with cushion to have fabric that 
brings in coral, ivory, and blue colors. It will pull up to the 
existing desk. 

existing desk to be skirted with oatmeal colored linen fabric 
or one to bring in color. It will Velcro under the top of the 
desk and hang down about 1" above floor. There needs to be 
a finished opening in the center for the chair to pull up

 a decorative wallpaper will be cut to fit the top and a 
standard 1/4" piece of glass will go on top  

3 or 4 pieces of white shelving from Ballard design will go on 
the wall above the desk. Top shelf 18" from the ceiling and 
the bottom shelf 18" above the desk or enough for a petite 
lamp to fit comfortably underneath

 Desk accessories like in photo will go on top of the desk 
and shelves to organize desk items but also to create a visual 
impact from a distance

on the shelves, books need to be organized by color and if 
some of the books aren't decorative quality, they need to be 
wrapped in vellum or decorative paper

some selective artwork can be propped up on the shelves 
with books etc around them



Television Corner 
Tv to be mounted on the wall on an arm centered on the wall 
to the left of the fireplace. 

A 36" round skirted table to be placed in corner with photos 
and accessories on it. A large lamp is to go on this table. 
Another option is for the tv to be placed on the table facing 
the sofa. Artwork to be hung on the wall above the table. This 
will also serve as an attractive addition to the front entry.  

Fireplace to have two wall scones flanking the artwork over 
the fireplace. 



Wing Chair Grouping 
Two wing chairs to be slipcovered in neutral fabric. 
Button detailing or a trim to be added to bring in 
added layers. Two accent pillows to go in chairs. These 
two chairs will be placed in front of the bay window. 
Little round garden stool to go between them. 

Coffee table to either be the existing glass or a 
wooden surface top. Decorative flowers to go on 
coffee table or garden stool. 



Sofa Setting
White sofa to remain in same location. Large 
flat lumbar pillow to be added in a coordinating 
fabric with the desk table skirt and the 
slipcovers for the Wing back chairs.  Accent 
outer pillows added to bring in texture. 

Acrylic table beside sofa. 

Round Jute rug under coffee table



Dining Room
Slipcover existing dining chairs 

Window vertical blinds to be removed and replaced with functioning window drapery 
panel. Can be purchased through Lowes. 

Hutch to be painted  neutral on outside and Accent color on beadboard. Cookbooks to be 
covered in vellum and arranged with accessories. 

Dining table to be painted light neutral in high gloss finish with wallpaper under  glass top 

The New Yorker prints to be Reframed with large mat and skinny frames. They will go on 
either side of the hutch

New drum shade chandelier hung down over table 



Front Entry
In front entry, use existing table but 
add skinny vases with large faux flowers 
in them. This way, it will fit the size of 
the table and the flowers will create the 
'wall' that will separate the entry from 
the living room. 

On the wall to the left of the door, a 
wall rack will hang the coats and 
decorative items for effect. 

Small rug to bring in color and a proper 
entry way. 



Knee Wall & Large Bare Wall 
Knee wall with cubbies 
stretching the entire 
expanse of wall. To be 
arranged with books and 
accessories

Two large urn lamps on top 
of knee wall

Large bare wall near guest 
bathroom to be fitted with 
staggered artwork or three 
upholstered panels with 
photos pinned to them. 



Kitchen Bar
Kitchen bar overhang to be skirted with attractive fabric that 
will tie into the dining room colors. This will dress up the 
countertop and the area can serve as a nice serving area.    


